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摘 要
近年来，随着互联网技术的兴起，软件漏洞也随之泛滥成灾，使企业或个人的
软件安全受到严重威胁。虽然在软件开发过程中很难避免软件漏洞的发生，但
是尽早发现漏洞并及时修改也是解决问题的一种方法。目前，针对静态漏洞检
测系统研究可以分为基于代码相似性的方法和基于模式的方法。基于代码相似
性的方法主要用于检测代码克隆引起的漏洞，而其他原因引起的漏洞具有较高
的假阴性。基于模式的方法需要专家手动定义漏洞特征，首先这就导致时间和
精力的浪费。其次，由于定义特征是一项主观工作，专家的判断会影响检测的
结果。此时，迫切需要一种能够检测各种原因的漏洞并且不那么依赖于专家的
方法。
深度学习是机器学习研究的一个新领域，近年来受到了广泛的关注，它的使用
大大解放了人力，这使得我们思考深度学习是否也可以应用于漏洞检测的研究
中，是否也可以解决专家资源浪费的问题。
本文提出了一种基于深度学习的软件漏洞检测框架。主要研究内容如下：
1. 收集 C/C++关于函数调用、数组使用、指针使用和算术表达式的软件漏
洞源代码，作为本文实验的数据集；提取四种软件漏洞的漏洞语义特征，
将数据集与漏洞语义特征相匹配，生成 SyCFs；然后生成 SyCFs 的程
序切片，并将切片转换成 SeCFs。
2. 对于 SeCFs 进行一些数据处理，包括：将 SeCFs 中所有字符串都替换
成统一的字符串“strmodelstr”以减小预测误差；然后对 SeCFs 进行分
词处理（例如“V1=V2-8;”分成“V1”，“=”，“V2”，“-”，“8”，
“；”）；然后将 SeCFs 中所有用户自定义的变量替换为 v1，v2 等等，
用户自定义的函数名替换为 f1，f2 等等；最后用 word2vec 将处理过的
SeCFs 转换为向量表示。
3. 根 据 软 件 漏 洞 的 特 点 ， 选 择 适 合 于 文 本 分 析 的 深 度 学 习 方 法 ：
LSTM,BLSTM,GRU,BGRU。设计并实现这四种深度学习方法，使其检
测软件漏洞的准确率尽可能高。
4. 选择合理的度量方法对此框架进行评价，并且与其他检测软件漏洞的工
具进行对比，判断此框架的有效性。
关键词：软件漏洞，漏洞检测，深度学习，神经网络
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Abstract
In recent years, with the rise of Internet technology, software vulnerabilities have
also flooded, making the software security of enterprises or individuals seriously
threatened. Although it is difficult to avoid the occurrence of software
vulnerabilities in the process of software development, it is also a way to find and
modify the vulnerabilities as early as possible. At present, research on static
vulnerability detection system can be divided into methods based on code similarity
and pattern-based method. The method based on code similarity is mainly used to
detect vulnerabilities caused by code cloning, while the vulnerabilities caused by
other reasons have high false negative. Patterns-based approaches require experts to
define vulnerability characteristics manually, which leads to a waste of time and
effort. Besides, since defining characteristics is a subjective task, the judgement of
experts will affect the results of detection. At this point, there is an urgent need for
an approach that can detect vulnerabilities for various reasons and is less dependent
on experts.
Deep learning is a new field of machine learning research, which has received
extensive attention in recent years. Its use has greatly liberated human resources,
which makes us think whether deep learning can also be applied to vulnerability
detection research, and whether it can also solve the problem of waste of expert
resources.
This thesis studies a software vulnerability detection framework based on deep
learning. The main research contents are as follows:
1. Collect the source code of four types of software vulnerabilities in C/C++
(Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage and Arithmetic Expression) as the
dataset of the experiment in this thesis. Extract the vulnerability syntax
characteristics of four kinds of software vulnerabilities, match the dataset with the
vulnerability syntax characteristics, and generate syntax-based code fragments.
Program slices for syntax-based code fragments are then generated and converted
into semantic-based code fragments.
2. Data processing for semantic-based code fragments includes: replacing all strings
in semantic-based code fragments with a unified string. And perform word
segmentation on semantic-based code fragments. Then replace all user-defined
II
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variables in semantic-based code fragments and user-defined function names.
Finally, the processed semantic-based code fragments are converted into vector
representations.
3. According to the characteristics of software vulnerabilities, select deep learning
methods suitable for text analysis: Long Short-Term Memory, Bi-directional Long
Short-Term Memory, Gate Recurrent Unit, Bi-directional Gate Recurrent Unit. The
four deep learning methods are designed and implemented to make the accuracy of
software vulnerability detection as high as possible.
4. Select reasonable measurement methods to evaluate the framework, and compare
it with other tools for detecting software vulnerabilities, to judge the effectiveness
of the framework.
Keywords: Software Vulnerability; Vulnerability Detection; Deep Learning; Neural
Network
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Backgroud
With the increase of software systems, the existence of security vulnerabilities in
the system inevitably. Our commonly used operating system, whether it is
WINDOWS or LINUX almost all have more or less security vulnerabilities. Many
of the most typical servers such as Microsoft IIS (Internet Information Services)
server, browser, database, etc. have been found to pose a safety hazard. CVE
(Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) defines software vulnerabilities as found
in the software and hardware components of computing logic (e.g., code) in
software and hardware components that, when exploited by hackers, have a negative
impact on confidentiality, integrity or availability [1]. Therefore, software
vulnerabilities will bring incalculable losses to software systems. For example, the
classic computer year 2000 problem, "Y2K," was represented by two digits in most
machines at that time. Therefore, from December 31, 1999 to January 1, 2000, it
will jump to January 1, 1900, which may lead to all devices using embedded chip
technology being attacked by the Millennium Bug, thus paralysing the information
systems of key departments such as banks, power, government and so on. This is the
software vulnerability in date processing [2]. It can be said that any software system
may exist security vulnerabilities due to a programmer's negligence, a defect in the
design and other reasons, which is one of the main root causes of network security
problems. Therefore, reducing software vulnerabilities, detecting software
vulnerabilities and modifying software vulnerabilities have become the key to
ensure software security [3]. Although researchers have been looking for ways to
improve software quality, software vulnerabilities still exist and are increasing year
by year. In 2010, the number of registered vulnerabilities in CVE was about 4,600,
and in 2016, it increased by nearly 2,000 to 6,500[1].
Although it is difficult to avoid the occurrence of software vulnerabilities in the
process of software development, detecting them as early as possible and then
modifying them immediately is also a way to solve the problem. At present, the idea
of detecting software vulnerabilities in academia and industry is mainly to find the
1
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vulnerabilities in software codes by searching the database of software
vulnerabilities registered in CVE [4]. There are many research papers on static
vulnerability detection system, such as open-source tools, commercial tools and
others' research projects. These studies can be divided into methods based on code
similarity and the methods based on patterns. The method based on code similarity
is mainly used to detect the vulnerability caused by code cloning, while the
vulnerability caused by other reasons has a high false negative. Therefore, it has
great limitations. Pattern-based [5] approach require experts to manually define
vulnerability characteristics, which leads to two problems. First, defining
characteristics is tedious and repetitive work for experts, and it is undoubtedly a
waste of resources to waste a lot of experts' time on it. Second, since defining
characteristics is a subjective work, different experts may have different definition
methods, which are closely related to the quality of the result characteristics and
affect the effectiveness of the result detection system. While having multiple
experts define characteristics and then combine them can improve the quality of the
characteristics, it can exacerbate the waste of resources. Besides, at present,
vulnerability fixes and testing are mainly completed by security experts, who need
to change their thinking to think from the perspective of the attacker, so as to
reverse the thinking to fix the vulnerability. Until then, security experts need to
know the location of the vulnerability code so that they can focus their fixes and
testing [6]. Locating the location of code with vulnerabilities can be a challenging
task due to the small percentage of vulnerability code in a large amount of source
code.
At this point, a method that can detect vulnerabilities for a variety of reasons and is
less dependent on experts is urgently needed. At the same time, we hope that this
method can be relatively accurate to locate the vulnerability code.
Deep learning, a new field in machine learning research, has received extensive
attention in recent years, including recursive neural networks (RNN), deep belief
networks and convolutional neural networks (CNN) [7]. Deep learning can be used
to interpret data by establishing and simulating the neural network of the human
brain for analysis and learning, it can classify images, detect objects, segment
semantics, and so on, so it is widely used in image and text processing. The use of
2
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deep learning greatly liberates manpower, which makes people think whether deep
learning can also be applied in the research of vulnerability detection and whether it
can also solve the problem of expert resource waste and improve the accuracy of
software vulnerability detection.
This thesis studies a framework called SySeVC[61] for detecting software
vulnerabilities using deep learning. Pre-processing of this program is done by
extracting program slices from source code without loss of syntax and semantic
information. Processing program slices to make their data formats suitable for deep
learning. The author will select appropriate deep learning methods according to the
characteristics of software vulnerability, and the model will be obtained after a large
amount of data training. Finally, the framework will be evaluated by a reasonable
evaluation method.

1.2 The purpose of project
With the rapid development of computer technology and the increasing number of
software, there are more and more vulnerabilities in the source code. To ensure
software security, a reliable software vulnerabilities detection method is essential.
The current software vulnerabilities detection tools or methods have the following
defects: A. They have great limitations. For example, the software vulnerabilities
detection method based on code similarity is mainly used to detect the
vulnerabilities caused by code cloning, but its accuracy is not high for the
vulnerabilities caused by other reasons. B. The vulnerability cannot be accurately
located. Most of software vulnerabilities detection methods or tools can only
determine whether the program has vulnerabilities, but cannot give the location of
vulnerabilities. C. Rely on technical experts to manually define dependency
characteristics. It is not only a waste of human resources, but also an error due to
the subjective judgment of experts. D. It's expensive. Some tools are not open
source so that they cost a lot of money to use.
The goal of this thesis is to study a software vulnerability detection framework
based on deep learning and compare several deep learning models that are suitable
for software vulnerabilities detection. For this purpose, the problems we need to
3
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solve are how to represent programs as vectors without losing semantic and
syntactic information and which deep learning models to choose to compare?
Which deep learning model works best for detecting software vulnerabilities? In
order to answer the above questions, we collected a dataset from the National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) [8]and the Software Assurance Reference Dataset
(SARD) [9], which contains 126 types of vulnerabilities caused by different reasons.
Besides, the concepts of syntax-based code fragment (SyCF) collection and
semantic-based code fragment (SeCF) collection are introduced, and the algorithm
for obtaining them is given.

According to the strong context of source code,

several deep learning models suitable for analyzing context are selected.
The second goal of this framework is to locate vulnerabilities in source code with
relative precision. In order to achieve this goal, the syntactic-based code fragments
and semantic-based code fragments mentioned above are segmented small enough
to detect whether there are software vulnerabilities through the deep learning model,
and if there are, it can be quickly and accurately located.
Research questions
In this thesis, we plan to design and implement a software vulnerability detection
framework based on deep learning. For this framework, we proposed the following
research questions:
1. Can the framework detect multiple software vulnerabilities simultaneously?
2. Can the framework make multiple kinds of deep neural networks to detect
vulnerabilities? Which deep neural network performs best?
3. Does the framework perform better than other software vulnerability
detection methods?

1.3 The status of related research
This section will describe related works and explain the concepts related to this
framework.

1.3.1 Related work
It is a very effective way to copy the code of other software system for secondary
development. But in practice, code cloning often increases vulnerabilities in
4
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software systems. According to the way of software cloning, cloning can be divided
into five granularities, which are: token level, lines level, function level, file level
and other level. There are different software vulnerabilities detection methods for
each granularity.
At token-level granularity, the most famous methods are CCFinder [10] and
CP-Miner [11]. In CCFinder, the similarity of lexical component sequences (i.e.
tokens) is measured by the suffix-tree algorithm, which has high computational cost
and occupies much memory. CP-Miner parses the program and compares the
resulting token sequences using a "frequent subsequence mining" algorithm called
CloSpan [12]. Compared with CCFinder, CP-Miner is optimized for memory
consumption, but does not reduce time complexity. In addition, although the
detection effect of CP-Miner is better than that of CCFinder, the design is not
reliable enough for vulnerabilities detection.
At line-level granularity, ReDeBug [13] takes multiple lines (default 4 lines) as one
processing unit. It sets up a window for each processing unit of the source code and
applies three different hash functions to each window. Code clones between files
are detected through membership checks in the Bloon Filter (Bloom Filter is a kind
of random data structure with high spatial efficiency that uses a bit array to
represent a set concisely and can judge whether an element belongs to the set),
which stores hash values for each window. This method can not find slightly
modified software clones (for example, modifying variable names), so it will lead to
lower detection accuracy of software vulnerabilities caused by line-level code
cloning. At the same time, hashing database takes up a large memory space.
However, some researches showed that the false positive rate of ReDeBug for
detecting software vulnerabilities caused by code cloning is 90 percent of that of
CP-Miner [13].
At function-level granularity, SourcererCC [14] tried to use tag packet technology
to detect cloning of function mode. It creates an index consisting of the tag
packages for each function. Then the overlap function is used to infer the similarity
between functions. This method saves a lot of time compared to CCFinder, but it is
indistinguishable from if statements, so it does not have high applicability. Different
5
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from SourcererCC, Yamaguchi et al. proposed a method called vulnerability
extrapolation [15] and its generalized extension, which uses patterns extracted from
abstract syntax tree (AST) of functions to detect semantic cloning [16].
Unfortunately, they don't provide high software vulnerability detection accuracy. S.
Kim et al. [17] has a lower false positive rate than ReDeBug [13], which is a very
effective technology to detect software vulnerabilities caused by code cloning.
However, this method has a high false negative rate when detecting software
vulnerabilities caused by non-code cloning, so the applicability of this method is not
strong. At the same time, it should be noted that the execution of functions is very
context-dependent, so it is not very effective to simply detect function cloning.
At file-level granularity, DECKARD [18] builds an AST for each file and extracts
feature vectors from the AST. After using Euclidean distance to cluster vectors,
vectors close to each other in Euclidean space are identified as code clones. This
tree-based approach has high time complexity. Besides, it was pointed out in [19]
that DECKARD has a FPR of 90%, which again indicates that code fragments with
similar abstract trees are not necessarily clones.
At mixed-level granularity, VulPecker [20] is a system that automatically checks for
vulnerabilities. It uses a predefined set of characteristics to represent vulnerabilities,
and then selects one of the existing code similarity algorithms (for example, [21],
[12], [13]) to make predictions. Because VulPecker utilizes various algorithms, it
can detect 40 vulnerabilities that are not registered in the National Vulnerability
Database (NVD) [20]. However, it takes 508.11 seconds to check the existence of
CVE-2014-8547 in project Libav 10.1 (0.5 MLoC), which makes it ineffective in
detecting large-scale open source projects [20].
The advantages of code similarity-based methods are outstanding. For example, a
single instance of vulnerability code is sufficient to detect the same vulnerability in
the target program. But for the four clone types sorted by S. Bellon, R. Koschke and
C. K. Roy (exact clones, renamed/parameterized clones, near miss clones and
semantic clones), it can only detect vulnerabilities in exact clones and
renamed/parameterized clones[21] (i.e., the same or nearly the same code cloning)
and some near miss clones[21] (for example, delete, insert, and rearrange the
6
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statement). In order to achieve higher vulnerability detection effect, human experts
need to define features to automatically select correct code similarity algorithms for
different types of vulnerabilities [22]. However, even the enhancement method [22]
using expert-defined features fails to detect vulnerabilities that are not caused by
code cloning.
Using pattern-based method can greatly avoid the defects of software vulnerabilities
detection technology based on code cloning. This method can be further divided
into three categories. In the first category, patterns are generated by human experts
manually (e.g., open source tools Flawfinder [23], RATS [24] and ITS 4 [25],
commercial tools Checkmarx [26], Fortify [27] and Coverity [28]). These tools
usually have high false positive or false negative rates. In the second category,
patterns are semi-automatically generated from pre-classified vulnerabilities (for
example, lack of inspection vulnerabilities [29], blot vulnerabilities [30], and
information leakage vulnerabilities [31]), and patterns are specific to one
vulnerability. The third category is methods implemented using machine learning
techniques. Therefore, although the software vulnerability detection technology
based on code cloning can reduce the false positive rate, it has a high false negative
rate.
In the third category, patterns are generated semi-automatically from vulnerabilities
of unknown type (that is, there is no need to pre-classify them into different types).
Vulture [32] is a semi-automatic tool that predicts vulnerable components in large
software systems. This tool mainly finds the components with vulnerabilities in the
past through the relational vulnerability database, then analyzes the component
structure, and uses support vector machine to predict the vulnerabilities. Compared
with Vulture, the method used by y. Shin [33] et al. can more accurately locate
components with software vulnerabilities. This method measures software source
code and development history according to three kinds of indicators: complexity,
code loss and developer activity index, and then uses machine learning to predict
components with software vulnerabilities. F. Yamaguchi [15] et al. embedded some
code into the source code, and then used machine learning to automatically
determine the usage patterns of the code. Find vulnerabilities based on known
vulnerabilities. F. Yamaguchi et al. went a step further in their previous work. They
first decompose vulnerabilities as matching patterns, and then extracts syntax trees
7
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from the code and determines the structural patterns of these trees, transforming
each function in the code into these patterns. Therefore, they can decompose known
vulnerabilities and push them into code bases for security analysts to examine and
test.
Machine learning methods can also directly detect software vulnerabilities.
Vdiscover [34] is an open source tool based on machine learning technology.
Although this tool can directly detect vulnerabilities, it actually relies on
vulnerability database, so it does not substantially reduce the false positive rate or
false negative rate. S. Neuhaus [35] et al. focused on the relationship between
software vulnerabilities and software packages and detected software vulnerabilities
according to the support vector machine method. The data showed that the accuracy
rate could reach 80%.
Till now, deep learning technology has been widely applied in other fields, and has
achieved success in image processing, speech recognition and natural language
processing [36,37,38]. Therefore, Li, Zhen [39] et al. used vulnerability detection
based on deep learning to reduce the tedious and subjective tasks of manual feature
definition by human experts. Since the motivation of deep learning is to deal with
problems quite different from the problem of vulnerability detection, some guiding
principles are needed to apply deep learning to vulnerability detection. In particular,
we need to find representations of software programs suitable for deep learning. To
this end, we decide to use code slices to represent programs and then transform
them into vectors, where code slices are multiple (not necessarily contiguous) lines
of code that are semantically related to each other. Experiments show that this
method can reduce the false positive rate to about 10 %.

1.3.2 Related concepts
Program, Function, Statement and Token
A program P is composed of one or more functions F1 ,..., Fx , denoted by

P =

F1 ,..., Fx  .

A function Fi , where 1  i  x , is composed of one or more

ordered statements Si ,1 ,..., Si , y , denoted by Fi =

S

i ,1

,..., Si , y  . A statement Si , j ,

where 1  i  x and 1  j  y , is composed of one or more ordered tokens
8
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Ti , j ,1 ,

, Ti , j , z , denoted by

Si , j =

T

i , j ,1

,..., Ti , j , z  [61]. Identiﬁers, operators,

constants, and keywords all can be tokens and can be extracted by lexical analysis.
The following program consists of function printLine() and function func(). The
function printline() consists of statement if(line != NULL) and statement
printf("%s\n", line);. The statement if(line != NULL) consists of token if, token line,
token != and token NULL.

Figure 1-1 Relationship between Program, Function, Statement and Token
Control dependency and data dependency
Data dependency and control dependency are defined according to the program's
CFG [40]. Every statement and control predicate in the program are represented by
node, which makes up CFG. An edge from node i to node j represents the control

9
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flow from node i to node j. CFGs contains special nodes labeled start and stop for
the beginning and end of a program, respectively.
Data dependency can be divided into flow dependence, output dependence and
anti-dependence. For the purposes of slicing, only the flow dependence is relevant.
Intuitively, if a value computed at i is used for some program execution at j,
statement j is ﬂow dependent on statement i [41]. Flow dependence can be formally
defined as: there is a variable x, like this: (i) x belongs to the sets of variables
defined at CFG node i. (ii) x belongs to the sets of variables referenced at CFG node
i. (iii) there is a path from i to j without interfering with the definition of x. Or, the
definition of x at node i is a reaching definition for node j.
Control dependency is usually defined in terms of post-dominance. If any paths
from node i to the end of the program pass through node j, the node i in the CFG is
post-dominated by j. If (i) there is a path p from node i to node j, such that j
post-dominated every node in p (excluding i and j), then node j is control dependent
on node i, and (ii) node i is not post-dominated by node j. Ferrand et al. studied the
determination of control dependencies in arbitrary control flow programs [42]. For
programs with structured control flows, simple syntax-directed manner can be used
to determine control dependencies [43]: the statements inside the if or while
statement branches are control dependent on control predicates.
Syntax-based Code Fragment (SyCF) and Semantic-based Code Fragment
(SeCF)
Consider
Si , j =

a

T

i , j ,1

program

P = F1 ,..., Fx 

,

where

Fi =

S

i ,1

,..., Si , y 

with

,..., Ti , j , z  . Given a set of vulnerability syntax characteristics, denoted by

C = Ck 1  k   where  is the number of syntax characteristics, a code element

ei , j , z is composed of one or multiple consecutive tokens of Si , j , namely

Ei , j , w = (Ti , j ,u ,..., Ti , j ,v ) where 1  u  v  z [61]. A code element Ei , j , w is called a

SyCF if it matches some vulnerability syntax characteristic Ck .
Different types of vulnerabilities have different syntactic characteristics . In later
chapers, how to extract the syntactic characteristics of vulnerabilities will be
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described and will show how to determine whether code elements match the
syntactic characteristics.

1.4 Main content and organization of the thesis
This thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the subject and defines what this thesis wants to
find out. It also describes related work and related concepts.
Chapter 2 describes the data source of this thesis, how to extract code fragment and
how to generate labels of SeCFs. The steps of data pre-processing of SeCFs are also
described.
Chapter 3 will give the reader an overview of the design of the framework. Here,
key techniques in deep learning model of vulnerability detection and the deep
learning models selected in this thesis will be described.
Chapter 4 will describe the experiments and comparisons of the framework. This
includes the design of training data and testing data and the results of the framework
evaluation and performance. The comparison with other tools is also presented in
this chapter.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and summarizes the contributions and achievements.
This chapter discusses future improvements of the framework.
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Chapter 2 Data and Data Pre-processing
2.1 Data
This section describes how to obtain reliable data source, how to extraction code
fragment from programs and how to generate labels of SeCF.

2.1.1 Data Source
The dataset is obtained from SySeCF, which is extracted from NVD and SARD.
NVD includes 1592 C/C++ programs, of which 874 contain vulnerabilities. The
SARD includes 14000 C/C++ programs, and 13906 programs that contain
vulnerabilities. In total, the dataset consists of 15592 programs, and 14780
programs that contain vulnerabilities. There are 126 types of vulnerabilities in these
vulnerability programs.

2.1.2 Code Fragment Extraction
Extract SyCF
Given a program P = F1 ,..., Fx  and a vulnerability syntax characteristics set

C = Ck 1  k   , figure 2-1 extracts SyCFs from P as described below. First,
generate an abstract syntax tree Ti for each Fi belonging to P. Then, each code
element in Ti is compared to Ck , and if some code element matches Ck , it is
extracted as SyCF.
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Start

Y

A program P={F1, ,Fx}; a set C
= {Ck}1 k βof vulnerability
syntax characteristics

No

Y

{ei,j,z};

Whether Ti traversal
is complete?
Yes

Traverse each Fi in P

No
Generate an abstract
syntax tree Ti for Fi

Whether P traversal
is complete?
Yes

A set Y of SyCF

Traverse each ei,j,z in Ti

End

Whether ei,j,z
matches one of Ck?

No

Yes

Figure 2-1 Flow chart of extract SyCFs
Figure 2-2 shows the program source code in the left column and the SyCFs
extracted in the right column. We use bold and underline to highlight all SyCFs
extracted from program by matching vulnerability syntax characteristics. We will
describe how to extract these SyCFs as well. Besides, one SyCF may be part of
another SyCF.
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Figure 2-2 Extract SyCFs from program
Extract SeCF
SeCFs extraction is divided into three steps: PDGs generation; Generate program
slices of SyCFs; Transform program slices to SeCFs. We will elaborate on these
steps as follow.
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Figure 2-3 Flow chart of extract SeCFs
Step 1: Use standard algorithms to generate a Program Dependency Graph (PDG)
for each function.
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Step 2: First, generate forward slice f s and backward slice bs of Ei , j , z ; Then
interconnecting f s and the forward slices from the functions called by Fi to
generate interprocedural forward slice FS ; Meanwhile, interconnecting bs and the
backward slices from both the functions called by Fi and the functions calling Fi
to generate interprocedural backward slice BS ; Finally, merge FS and into a
program slice PS .
Step 3: This step is trying to transform program slices to SeCFs. First, for each
statement Si , j belonging to Fi appearing in PS as a node to a SeCF, according
to the order of the appearance of Si , j in Fi . Second, transform the statements
belonging to different functions to a SeCF. For example, two statements Si , j  Fi
and Sa ,b  Fa (i  a) appearing in PS as nodes, if Fi calls Fa , then Si , j and Sa ,b
are in the same order of function call, that is, Si , j  Sa ,b ; otherwise, Si , j  Sa ,b .

2.1.3 Generating Labels of SeCF
Since there are two sources of datasets, we take different approaches to generate
labels for SeCF. For SeCFs extracted from NVD, we generate labels in three steps.
Step 1: Parse a diff file, mark lines prefixed with "-" and are deleted or modified,
lines prefixed with "-" and are moved.
Step 2: If a SeCF contains one or more deleted or modified statement prefixed with
"-", it is labeled as "1" (i.e. vulnerable); if a SeCF contains one or more moved
statement prefixed with "-", it is labeled as "1"; Everything else is labeled "0" (that
is, no vulnerabilities).
Step 3: Check the SeCFs that are labeled "1", because last step might label some
non-vulnerable SeCFs errors as "1" (but it is not possible to label a vulnerable SeCF
error as "0").
For SeCFs extracted from SARD, since there are three types of programs in SARD:
“good” program, “bad” program and “mixed” program, we labeled SeCF extracted
from "good" programs as "0"; For SeCF extracted from "bad" or "mixed" programs,
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if SeCF contains at least one vulnerable statement, it is labeled as "1"; Otherwise, it
is labeled as "0".

2.2 Data Pre-processing
This section describes how SeCFs are processed to satisfy the format of the input
data using the deep learning approach without losing semantic information. Deep
learning model is a mathematical model, and vector is a mathematical
representation, so vector can be used as the input format of deep learning. First,
divide SeCFs into a sequence of words. Then, to improve the accuracy, replace the
string in the code with the uniform string “strmodelstr”. At the same time, mapping
user-defined variable names and user-defined function names to symbolic names.
Finally, encode the processed data into fixed-length vectors.
Divide SeCFs into a sequence of words
Separate each word, symbol, number, and so on in SeCFs with Spaces so that
transform the word segmentation data into symbolic representation.

Figure 2-4 Divide SeCFs into a sequence of words
Replace all strings
To reduce the impact of irrelevant strings on software vulnerability detection
accuracy, we replace all strings in SeCF with the uniform string "strmodelstr". This
17
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operation is accomplished by identifying double quotation marks and replacing the
strings between the two double quotation marks with "strmodelstr". The result of
string substitution is shown in figure 2-5.

void rightwards_tenementer(char **endogeny_extemporally)
char stonesoup_col1 [ 80 ] = { 0 } ;
char stonesoup_col2 [ 80 ] = { 0 } ;
char * stonesoup_cols [ 3 ] = { 0 } ;
postpupillary_innocuity = ( ( char * ) ( * endogeny_extemporally ) );
stonesoup_csv = fopen ( postpupillary_innocuity , "r" );
if ( stonesoup_csv != 0 )
fscanf ( stonesoup_csv , "\"%79[^\"]\",\"%79[^\"]\",\"%79[^\"]\"" , stonesoup_col1 , stonesoup_col2 );
if ( strlen ( stonesoup_col1 ) > 0 )
stonesoup_cols [ 0 ] = stonesoup_col1;
if ( strlen ( stonesoup_col2 ) > 0 )
stonesoup_cols [ 1 ] = stonesoup_col2;
stonesoup_temp = fopen ( "/opt/stonesoup/workspace/testData/myfile.txt" , "w+" );
if ( stonesoup_temp != 0 )
stonesoup_printf ( stonesoup_cols [ 2 ] );

void rightwards_tenementer(char **endogeny_extemporally)
char stonesoup_col1 [ 80 ] = { 0 } ;
char stonesoup_col2 [ 80 ] = { 0 } ;
char * stonesoup_cols [ 3 ] = { 0 } ;
postpupillary_innocuity = ( ( char * ) ( * endogeny_extemporally ) );
stonesoup_csv = fopen ( postpupillary_innocuity , "r" );
if ( stonesoup_csv != 0 )
fscanf ( stonesoup_csv , "strmodelstr" , stonesoup_col1 , stonesoup_col2 , stonesoup_col3 );
if ( strlen ( stonesoup_col1 ) > 0 )
stonesoup_cols [ 0 ] = stonesoup_col1;
if ( strlen ( stonesoup_col2 ) > 0 )
stonesoup_cols [ 1 ] = stonesoup_col2;
stonesoup_temp = fopen ( "strmodelstr" , "strmodelstr" );
if ( stonesoup_temp != 0 )
stonesoup_printf ( stonesoup_cols [ 2 ] );

Figure 2-5 Replace all strings
Transform the word segmentation data into symbolic representation
This step involves removing non-ASCII characters and comments, as the second
column of the figure 2-6 shows. Then mapping user-defined variable names and
user-defined function names to symbolic names as figure 2-7 shows. Different
SeCFs may have the same symbolic representation.
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main(int argc, char **argv)
char *userstr;
userstr = argv[1];
test(userstr);
test(char *str)
int MAXSIZE=40;
char buf[MAXSIZE];
strcpy(buf, str); /*string copy*/

main(int argc, char **argv)
char *userstr;
userstr = argv[1];
test(userstr);
test(char *str)
int MAXSIZE=40;
char buf[MAXSIZE];
strcpy(buf, str);

Figure 2-6 Removing non-ASCII characters and comments

main(int v1, char **v2)
char *v3;
v3 = v2[1];
test(v3);
test(char *v4)
int v5=40;
char v6[v5];
strcpy(v6, v4);

main(int v1, char **v2)
char *v3;
v3 = v2[1];
f1(v3);
f1(char *v4)
int v5=40;
char v6[v5];
strcpy(v6, v4);

Figure 2-7 Mapping user-defined names to symbolic names
We first collected C++ keywords and common library functions, see the figures
below for details. Identify string through the spaces and symbols (e.g., '+', '-', '*', '/',
'%', '(',') ', '/', ' '), then to determine whether the string is a keyword or library
function. If so, it remains the same; If not, using the surrounding characters to
determine it is a variable name or a function name. If it is a variable name, replace it
with v1,v2,v3, etc. If it is a function name, replace it with f1,f2,f3, etc.
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Figure 2-8 Keywords of C++
Table 2-1 Common library functions of C++
#include <math>

int abs (int x); double acos (double x); double asin (double x);
double exp (double x); double pow (double x, double y)

#include <string>

char *strcpy (char *p1, const char *p2); char *strcat(char *p1,
const char *p2); int strcmp (const char *p1, const char *p2);
int strlen(const char *p)

#include <stdlib>

void exit(int); int atoi (const char *s); int rand(void); max(a,
b); min(a,b)

#include <iostream>

cin >> v; cout << exp; istream & istream ::getline(char *, int ,
char = ‘\n’); void istream::close(); void ofsream ::close(); void
fsream::close(); int ios::eof()
...

Encode the symbols of each SeCF into fixed-length vectors
In order to use deep learning to detect vulnerabilities, we encode the symbols of
each SeCF into ﬁxed-length vectors by using word2vec. Then, each SeCF is
represented by the concatenation of the vectors representing its symbols. We set
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each SeCF to have 500 symbols and the length of each symbol is 30 through
repeated experiments.
Table 2-2 ﬁxed-length vectors of each word
1.1179801 0.6666454 0.40395215

-0.13494961 0.43042466

-0.20654331

0.44603837 -0.23507027 0.52804476 -0.9772486 -0.23996352 0.8766847
v1

-1.3714112

-0.2751504

0.33528683

0.77716213

0.6234383

-0.35914874

0.6045499

-0.23075384

0.6422895

1.1253552

-0.2786141

-0.41667953

0.49875972 -1.1835629 -0.36209267 0.6513936 -0.23235369 0.91171664
1.531473 0.0024041615 0.60146487 -0.6963378 1.0576786 -0.075063586
1.7972777
V2

-0.69788605

0.7938472

-0.796756

0.29499567

0.25022295

-1.3739173 -0.14080843 -0.54414093 0.5742597 0.044739444 -1.1407868
0.80343825 -0.42965645 0.93193024 0.83529305 -1.2559488 -0.9429973
-0.008253137 -1.8646438 0.28214633 0.58008325 -0.643135 0.7555473
0.26410982 0.56792855 0.044935897 -1.0690501 0.1194063 0.18352571
1.4381725 -0.34586293 -0.020635488 -0.8762777 0.74488294 1.0909919

(

-1.259583
-0.21581857

-0.57364506

1.2800255

-0.55551684

-0.13139471

-0.53377306

1.525162

0.23546773
-2.8167632

-0.7226518
-2.063536

0.24975087 -1.3245927 0.091532834 0.5494981 -0.2193385 0.24515028

)

0.47227848

1.3621422

0.94832903

0.28681025

-0.17489691

-0.81585175

0.6349402

0.4449594

-0.5714653

-1.2221483

0.7010492

0.5470713

-1.0170119 -0.4377345 1.2984661 -0.98177105 0.37664604 -0.03211266
0.17044854 -0.00041189228 -0.23639925 0.57783604 -2.2208838 -1.6135588
0.064943545 -0.61483896 0.40594897 0.11981352 -0.30614018 -0.04687932

…

…

2.3 Brief Summary
This chapter introduces the data source and data preprocessing. There are two
sources of data, namely NVD and SARD. The two data sources generate labels in
slightly different ways. For the data from NVD, labels are generated through three
complicated steps. However, the data from SARD only needs to generate "0" (no
vulnerabilities) or "1" (vulnerabilities) based on the program's own labels. Data
preprocessing is divided into four steps. Step 1: Divide SeCFs into a sequence of
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words. Step 2: Replace all strings. Step 3: Transforms the word segmentation data
into symbolic representation. Step 4: Encode the symbols of each SeCF into
fixed-length vectors.
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Chapter 3 Framework Design and Implementation
In recent years, machine learning has made great progress, not only liberating
human hands to some extent, but also promoting the development of many fields.
Many researchers try to use machine learning methods to detect software
vulnerabilities, such as random forest and multilayer perceptron[44]. Although
these traditional machine learning methods have made some achievements in
software vulnerability detection, there is still room for improvement. Software
vulnerability detection is challenging due to its unique complexity. This thesis
attempts to use the deep learning method which has achieved great success in other
fields to detect software vulnerabilities. Since software vulnerability detection and
text emotional classification are similar, both need to analyze the context to predict,
so we design four different deep learning models by referring to the successful
methods of text emotional classification.

3.1 Deep Learning and Text Categorization
Software vulnerability detection can be considered as a task of text classification, or
more precisely, a task of binary classification (with or without vulnerabilities). Text
classification is a classical problem in the field of natural language processing.
Emotional analysis is a typical text classification. Text classification can be divided
into two parts: text representation and classification methods. In the early stage of
text classification, the expert system was established mainly by means of expert
rules and knowledge engineering. This method has great limitations, not only
time-consuming and laborious, but also due to the limited knowledge domain
involved by experts and the influence of subjective factors, its coverage scope and
accuracy are quite limited.
With the development of statistical machine learning methods, a set of classical
methods to solve large-scale text classification problems are gradually formed. This
classical method mainly uses artificial feature engineering and shallow
classification model. These classification models are mainly support vector machine,
logistic regression, decision tree, K-nearest neighbor and so on. Generally speaking,
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text representation is high latitude and high sparse, and the ability of feature
expression is weak, so the neural network is not good at dealing with such data [45].
Besides, because of the high cost of feature engineering, there are limitations in
using traditional machine learning methods to solve text classification problems.
In recent years, great progress has been made in the research of deep neural
networks, especially in the fields of image processing and speech recognition. The
important reason is that the continuity, denseness and local correlation of image
data and speech data are very suitable for deep learning neural networks. In order to
solve the problem of large-scale text classification with deep learning, the text
representation problem must be solved first, and then use deep learning neural
networks such as convolution neural network and Long Short-Term Memory to
automatically acquire feature expression, in order to replace the complex and
inefficient artificial feature engineering and realize end-to-end text representation
and classification[46].
At present, deep Convolutional Neural Network is the most widely used deep
learning model. For general text classification problems, simple text convolution
can achieve high prediction accuracy [47]. For complex text classification tasks, the
model based on deep Convolution Neural Network can be used to obtain more
abstract and advanced text feature representation to achieve high-precision
prediction results. In addition to Convolutional Neural Network, the Recurrent
Neural Network represented by Long Short-Term Memory also has a good effect on
text classification tasks. Convolutional Neural Network is suitable for text
processing and other sequential data, and it also performs well in large-scale text
classification tasks. In addition, in recent years, models combined by Convolutional
Neural Network and Long Short-Term Memory, as well as the Bi-directional Long
Short-Term Memory model, have been successfully applied to the related tasks of
text classification [48]. Inspired by the successful application of deep learning
methods in text classification, we will attempt to apply multiple deep learning
models to software vulnerability detection tasks in the following work.
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3.2 Key techniques in Deep Learning model of Vulnerability
Detection
This section mainly introduces the different hierarchies in the deep learning model.
These structures are crucial to the design of the model in the following content.
They play different roles and provide solutions for the optimization of the model.

3.2.1 Embedding Layer
Traditional vector representations methods, such as the Bag of words (BOW) [49]
and One-Hot method, have many problems. For the One-hot method, the vectors it
encodes are highly dimensional and sparse. Suppose we use a dictionary containing
2000 words in natural language processing (NLP). When One-hot encoding is used,
each word will be represented by a vector containing 2000 integers, 1999 of which
are 0, the computational efficiency of this method will be quite low. Embedding
layer can solve this problem. In fact, the embedding layer is to automatically learn
distributed representation from data [50]. Word embedding is a method that uses
dense vectors to represent words and documents. And it is actually an improvement
of the traditional Bag-of-words encoding scheme. However, due to the large
vocabulary, these representations are usually sparse, which leads to the huge
dimension of vector representations for each vocabulary. The given word or
program is mainly represented by a large vector composed of zero [50]. However,
word embedding represents a word as a dense vector. Vector representation projects
words into a continuous vector space. The location of words in vector space is
learned from text and based on the words surrounding the word when it is used. The
location of a word in the learned vector space is called its embedding.
The embedding model is first and foremost an embedding layer, projecting each
word of sample sequence into a fixed dimension vector space. Each word is
represented by a fixed dimension vector, that is, the original dimension of input is
[the number of samples, the length of sequence]. After the embedding layer, it
becomes [the number of samples, the length of sequence, the word vector]. The
embedding layer converts positive integers into vectors of fixed size and can only
be used as the first layer of the model.
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Tensorflow provides an embedding layer for the neural network of text data. It
requires input data to be integer encoded, so each word is represented by a unique
integer. This data preparation step can be performed using embedding_lookup
provided by Tensorflow. The embedding layer uses random weights to complete the
initialization task and then completes the learning task of word embedding in the
training dataset. It is a flexible layer that can be used in many ways and can be used
as part of a deep learning model.
The embedding layer is defined as the first hidden layer of the network. It must
specify three parameters:
Input dimension: Maximum vocabulary values in text data.
Output dimension: The size of the vector space of word embedding. The output
dimension defines the size of the output vector of the embedding layer for each
word.
Input length: Length of input sequence.
In general, the embedding layer comes with its learning weight. That is, in the
process of training a neural network, every embedded vector will be updated. If the
model is saved in a file, the weight of the embedding layer will also be included in
the file. The output of the embedding layer is a two-dimensional vector, with one
input sequence for each word.

3.2.2 Softmax Function
Each neuron node in the neural network accepts the output value of the upper
neuron as the input value of the neuron and transmits the input value to the next
layer. The neuron node in the input layer will directly transmit the input attribute
value to the next layer. In multi-layer neural networks, the output of the upper nodes
and the input of lower nodes have a functional relationship, which is called softmax
function. Each layer of the neural network only does a linear transformation, and the
multi-layer input is also a linear transformation after superposition without softmax
function. Because the expressive ability of linear models is usually insufficient, the
main function of softmax function in neural networks is to provide the ability of
nonlinear modeling. Only when the nonlinear softmax function is added, the deep
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neural network can acquire the hierarchical nonlinear learning ability. Sigmoid is
the most widely used softmax function with exponential function shape as shown in
formula 3-1.

f ( x) = 1/ (1 + e− x )
Formula 3-1 Sigmoid function
It can be seen that Sigmoid can be differentiated everywhere in the definition
domain, and the derivatives on both sides are gradually approaching zero. Softmax
functions with such properties are defined as soft saturation softmax functions.
Meanwhile, the output of sigmoid function is not “zero-centered”. In a multi-layer
sigmoid neural network, if the input x is positive, the weights will become all
positive or all negative when the gradient of weight propagates to a certain part of
the network in back propagation. Finally, the calculation of the exponential function
consumes more computing resources. Due to these shortcomings of Sigmoid
function, deep neural network has been difficult to train effectively in the early
stage [51], which is an important reason for hindering the development of neural
network. Although the Improved hyperbolic tangent Tanh softmax function solves
the "zero-centered" problem, it also has soft saturation and still performs
exponential operations. Although the layered unsupervised pretraining method can
solve the difficulties of deep network training, the supervised training of deep
neural networks has made greater breakthroughs. ReLU is a linear and unsaturated
softmax function proposed by Krizhevsky, Hinton et al in 2012[52], as shown in
Formula 3-2.

f ( x) = max(0, x)
Formula 3-2 ReLU function
(1) ReLU solves the problem of gradient disappearance, at least x in the positive
interval, and neurons will not be saturated;
(2) Due to the linear and unsaturated form of ReLU, it can converge quickly in
SDG;
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(3) The operation speed is much faster. ReLU has only linear relationship and does
not need exponential calculation. It is faster than sigmoid and tanh in both forward
and backward propagation.

3.2.3 Dropout Layer
In general, in order to train a model, it is necessary to divide data set into training
set, validation set and test set. Underfitting means that the validation set has a poor
accuracy, while overfitting means that the validation set has a very high accuracy,
but the accuracy of test set is very poor. Underfitting can be eliminated by adjusting
models, optimizing methods, loss functions and other methods. However,
overfitting needs to be based on another method. The main methods to reduce
overfitting are early stopping, augmented data sets, model regularization (L1, L2)
and so on. In recent years, researchers have proposed many methods to solve the
overfitting problem, one of which is to use dropout layer. Because this method is
simple enough and has a good effect in practical use, it is widely used. Dropout
layer was proposed by Hinton in 2012[53]. Its main idea is to train the deep neural
network as an integrated model, and then take the average of all the values, rather
than just train a single deep neural network.
In ensemble learning [54], we can sample the training data set several times and
train several different classifiers separately. When testing, we integrate the results
of these classifiers as the final classification results. In fact, the dropout layer is
simulated ensemble learning. In essence, the dropout layer is to train a classifier of
the original neural network subset for each training data subset. Different from
general ensemble learning, the classifier of each subset of the original neural
network uses the same set of parameters.
Neural network using dropout layer essentially regularizes the parameters of input
layer and hidden layer. The regularized parameters make different subsets of the
original neural network perform as well as possible in training data. Therefore,
dropout layer randomly disengages input neurons with a certain probability when
updating the parameters during the training process, which can be considered as a
model average. For each data input into the neural network, the corresponding
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neural network structure is different, but they share the weight of hidden nodes at
the same time. In this way, different samples can correspond to different models,
which can effectively avoid the problem of overfitting.

3.2.4 Optimization Layer
The task of machine learning is usually to minimize losses. Therefore, after defining
the loss function, it is necessary to call the optimization method to obtain the
minimum loss. At present, the optimization of neural network mainly uses a kind of
optimization algorithm based on gradient descent. The direction of the gradient is
the direction in which the function rises fastest at the current point. Therefore, for
gradient descent, moving in the opposite direction of gradient will minimize the loss
function as far as possible and repeat the optimization process until satisfactory.
The stochastic gradient descent (SGD), or batch gradient descent algorithm, is the
most well-known method. In the training process, a small batch of data sets is taken
to update the gradient instead of only one data, which makes the updating more
efficient and stable. SGD adopts the simplest gradient descent update strategy,
which can be expressed as formula 3-3. In formula 3-3, α is the learning rate and
x is a small batch of data sets.

x = x −   dx
Formula 3-3 SGD function
Compared with the Gradient Descent method and the Mini-Batch Gradient Descent
method, there is no obvious difference between the three methods [55]. The only
difference is the number of training samples they need to perform a training. The
Gradient Descent method uses the whole set of training data, and the stochastic
gradient descent is a single sample data, while the mini-batch Gradient Descent
method is between the two.
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Figure 3-1 Stochastic Gradient Descent and Gradient Descent
As shown in the figure 3-1, we assume that the x-coordinate of gradient descent is
the descending direction of parameter w(weight), while the y-coordinate of gradient
descent is the descending direction of bias b. We always hope that the amplitude on
the y-coordinate will be smaller, the learning speed will be slower and the learning
speed on the x-coordinate will be faster. Whether it is a Mini-Batch Gradient
Descent or a Stochastic Gradient Descent, it seems that this problem can not be
avoided. To solve this problem, Gradient Descent with momentum [56] is
introduced. Gradient Descent with momentum optimizes the weighted average of
the historical gradient as the rate. The formula is as follows, Where, dW and db are
the partial derivatives of cost function with respect to w and b, α is the learning
rate, β is a fixed hyperparameter, usually set to 0.9.

vdW [ l ] =  vdW [ l ] + (1 −  )dW [l ]
 [l ]
[l ]
W = W −  vdW [ l ]
vdb[ l ] =  vdb[ l ] + (1 −  )dW [l ]
 [l ]
[l ]
b = b −  vdb[ l ]
Formula 3-4 Gradient Descent with momentum

v =   v − learning _ rate  d x
Formula 3-5
The Gradient Descent with momentum introduces a velocity v from the point of
view of physics. The gradient first affects the velocity, then the velocity affects the
position. v is a variable initialized to 0, and  is a fixed hyperparameter, usually
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set to 0.9, which can be gradually improved in the later training process. The
advantage of this method is that the accumulated velocity v can cross the local
minimum point, but it may also cause oscillation back and forth at the global
optimum point.
Therefore, researchers have introduced a more efficient Adam (Adaptive Moment
Estimation) optimizer. Adam algorithm is based on Gradient Descent with
momentum, which combines an algorithm called RMSprop (accelerated gradient
descent) and can be regarded as RNSprop optimizer with momentum term.
Compared with the Gradient Descent with momentum, whether RMSprop or Adam,
the idea of improvement lies in how to make learning on x-coordinate faster and
learning on y-coordinate slower. RMSprop and Adam introduced the square
gradient based on the Gradient Descent with momentum and corrected the deviation
of the velocity. The formula is as follows.

vWcorrected
l

W l = W l −

sWcorrected
+e
l

Formula 3-6 Adam Algorithm
In conclusion, Adam combines the advantages of ADAgrad optimizer in dealing
with sparse gradient and RNSprop optimizer in dealing with non-stationary targets,
and calculates different adaptive learning rates for different parameters, which is
also applicable to most non-convex optimization, as well as large data sets and
high-dimensional space.

3.3 Deep Learning model of Vulnerability Detection
Cyclic neural network [57] is a very popular model at present. Base on multi-layer
back propagation neural network, it increases the transverse connection among the
hidden layer units. Through a weight matrix, the value of the neuron unit of the
previous time series can be transferred to the current neuron unit, so that the neural
network has the memory function. Therefore, RNN has played a great role in the
field of text classification. However, RNN can't memorize the contents of long ago
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or long after, there is a gradient explosion or the gradient disappearance. Therefore,
many researchers have proposed deformation structures based on RNN. Based on
this, this thesis constructs four popular neural network models of RNN deformation.

Input

Embedding Layer

LSTM Layer/
BLSTM Layer/
GRU Layer/
BGRU Layer

Dropout Layer

Full connected Layer

Activation Layer

Output

Figure 3-2 Vulnerability Detection Model Diagrams Based on Deep Learning
Model

3.3.1 LSTM
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a special structure of RNN. On the basis of
RNN, memory units are added to each neuron unit in the hidden layer, so that the
memory information on time series can be controlled. Each time it passes through
several controllable gates (forgetting gate, input gate, candidate gate, and output
gate) in the hidden layer, the memory and forgetting degree of previous information
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and current information can be controlled, so that RNN has the function of
long-term memory, which plays a great role in the practical application of RNN.
In LSTM model of this thesis, the first step is to access the processing data of the
embedded layer. Next comes the LSTM layer, whose output dimension is 16. As
mentioned above, deep learning networks usually have fitting problems, so a
Dropout layer is added after LSTM layer to reduce the impact of overfitting. Since
vulnerability detection is a binary problem, a dense layer with output dimension of
1 is added after Dropout layer. Finally, the softmax function is used to process the
predicted results.
Some parameters of learning LSTM are: batch size is 16; number of LSTM unit is
64; the dimension of output is 256; using minibatch stochastic gradient descent and
ADAMAX for training, the default learning rate is 0.002; and maximum sequence
length is 800; dropout is 0.2. These parameters are the values that the author found
to be relatively accurate after a large number of experiments.

3.3.2 BLSTM
LSTM mainly memorizes the previous input data, but most of the time the
prediction needs to be involved by the subsequent input data. Therefore, researchers
have proposed BLSTM. When all time steps of the input sequence are available,
BLSTM trains two instead of one LSTM on the input sequence. In the BLSTM, the
input sequence is copied, the first input sequence is unchanged, and the second
input sequence is reversed. This way of processing can provide additional context
information to the network and provide faster or even more adequate learning
effect.
In the BLSTM model constructed in this thesis, its network structure is basically the
same as that of LSTM, except that the LSTM layer is changed into the BLSTM
layer.
Some parameters of learning BLSTM are: batch size is 16; number of BLSTM unit
is 128; the dimension of output is 256; using minibatch stochastic gradient descent
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and ADAMAX for training, the default learning rate is 0.002; and maximum
sequence length is 800; dropout is 0.2. These parameters are the values that the
author found to be relatively accurate after a large number of experiments.

3.3.3 GRU
In LSTM network, the structure of the network is relatively complex, especially
with many gates, which leads to its inefficiency and affects the prediction results.
On this basis, GRU (gate recurrent unit), a more simplified and practical structural
form, was proposed in 2014, which improves efficiency, merges input gate and
forgetting gate, and merges ST and CT, namely, memory unit and output unit.
Therefore, GRU can be considered as an improvement of RNN and LSTM, which
can solve the long dependency problem in RNN. At the same time, compared with
LSTM network, its network structure is lighter [58].
Referring to the idea of constructing LSTM model, the GRU model constructed in
this thesis is basically the same as the network structure of LSTM, except that the
LSTM layer is changed into the GRU layer.
Some parameters of learning GRU are: batch size is 16; number of GRU unit is 64;
the dimension of output is 256; using minibatch stochastic gradient descent and
ADAMAX for training, the default learning rate is 0.002; and maximum sequence
length is 800; dropout is 0.2. These parameters are the values that the author found
to be relatively accurate after a large number of experiments.

3.3.4 BGRU
Like most cyclic neural networks, GRU only considers the training dataset that has
been input, but does not consider the subsequent input dataset. Because in some
cases, the output of the current moment is related not only to the previous state, but
also to the future state. For example, the prediction of missing words in a sentence
not only needs to be judged according to the previous paragraph, but also needs to
consider the paragraph behind it, so as to make a real context-based judgment.
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BGRU consists of two GRUs superimposed together, and the output is determined
by the state of the two GRUs [59].
Some parameters of learning BGRU are: batch size is 16; number of BGRU unit is
128; the dimension of output is 256; using minibatch stochastic gradient descent
and ADAMAX for training, the default learning rate is 0.002; and maximum
sequence length is 800; dropout is 0.2. These parameters are the values that the
author found to be relatively accurate after a large number of experiments.

3.4 Design of evaluation module
Generally, 5 widely-used metrics [14] are used to evaluate the effectiveness of
vulnerability detection framework, including: false positive rate, false negative rate,
accuracy, precision, and F1-measure.
1) False positive rate (FPR)
False positive (FP) is that a sample has vulnerabilities but is considered to have no
vulnerability by the model. The false positive rate is the proportion of false positive
samples in the non-vulnerable samples. We abbreviate true negative to TN. The
formula is as follows:

FPR =

FP
FP + TN

Formula 3-7 False positive rate
2) False negative rate (FNR)
False negative (FN) is that a sample has no vulnerability but is considered to have
vulnerabilities by the model. The false negative rate is the proportion of false
negative samples in the total number of vulnerable samples. We abbreviate true
positive to TP. The formula is as follows:

FNR =

FN
TP + FN

Formula 3-8 False negative rate
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3)Accuracy (A)
The correctness of all detected samples. The formula is as follows:

A=

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

Formula 3-9 Accuracy
4)Precision (P)
The correctness of detected vulnerable samples. The formula is as follows:

P=

TP
TP + FP

Formula 3-10 Precision
5)F1-measure (F1)
The overall effectiveness considering both precision and false negative rate. The
formula is as follows:

F1=

2  P  (1 − FNR)
P + (1 − FNR)

Formula 3-11 F1-measure

3.5 Framework Implementation
Extracting vulnerability syntax characteristics
As it takes too much time and energy to directly extract the syntax characteristic
software vulnerability from the known vulnerabilities, we chose to use Checkmarx
C/C++ vulnerability rules to analyze the syntax characteristics of the vulnerability.
Checkmarx is an advanced business tool that covers 93.6% of the vulnerability
programs collected from SARD and is easy to use and effective. We extract the
following four syntax characteristics.
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Library/API Function Call: This accommodates the vulnerabilities that are related to
library/API function calls.
Array Usage: This accommodates the vulnerabilities that are related to arrays (e.g.,
improper use in array element access, array address arithmetic, address transfer as a
function parameter).
Pointer Usage: This accommodates the vulnerabilities that are related to pointers
(e.g., improper use in pointer arithmetic, reference, address transfer as a function
parameter).
Arithmetic Expression: This accommodates the vulnerabilities that are related to
improper arithmetic expressions (e.g., integer overflow).
Matching syntax characteristics
First, we need to use Joern[60] to generate Ti , the abstract syntax tree of function

Fi in program P, and then judge whether the code element Ei , j , z on Ti matches a
vulnerability syntax characteristic, so as to extract SyCF. Taking the program in
figure 2-2 as an example, the following four figures show how to automatically
identify whether code element Ei , j , z matches vulnerability syntax characteristic.

func
...
memmove(data,

)

...

memmove

memmove

Figure 3-3 Function Call syntax characteristic
As shown in figure 3-3, if (i) Ei , j , z on Ti is a “callee”. (ii) Ei , j , z is one of the
811 function calls ( Function Call syntax characteristic covers 811 library/API
function calls), we say Ei , j , z (i.e., “memmove”) matches the Function Call
syntax characteristic[61].
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data=dataBuffer-8

=
data

dataBuffer-8
-

dataBuffer

8

Figure 3-4 Arithmetic Expression syntax characteristc
As shown in figure 3-4, if (i) Ei , j , z is an expression statement node. (ii) Ei , j , z
contains “=” and has at least one identifier to the right of “=”, we say Ei , j , z
(“data=dataBuffer-8”)

matches

the

Arithmetic

Expression

characteristic[61].

Figure 3-5 Pointer Usage syntax characteristic
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As shown in figure 3-5, if (i) Ei , j , z is an identiﬁer that declared in an Identiﬁer
Declared Statement node. (ii) the Identiﬁer Declared Statement node contains
character ‘∗’, we say Ei , j , z (i.e., “data”) matches the Pointer Usage syntax
characteristic[61].

func

char dataBuffer[100]

char [100]

dataBuffer[99]='\0'

dataBuffer

=

dataBuffer[99]

dataBuffer

'\0'

99

Figure 3-6 Array Usage syntax characteristc
As shown in figure 3-6, if (i) Ei , j , z is an identiﬁer that declared in an Identiﬁer
Declared Statement node. (ii) the Identiﬁer Declared Statement node contains
character “[” and “]”, we say Ei , j , z (i.e., “dataBuffer”) matches the Array Usage
syntax characteristic[61].
Extracting SyCFs
Corresponding to the 4 kinds of syntax characteristics, we extract 4 kinds of SyCFs
from the 15,592 programs:
• Function Call-kind SyCFs: We extract 6,304 SyCFs from NVD and 58,099 SyCFs
from SARD, in total 64,403 SyCFs.
• Array Usage-kind SyCFs: We extract 9,776 SyCFs from NVD and 32,453 SyCFs
from SARD, in total 42,229 SyCFs.
• Pointer Usage-kind SyCFs: We extract 73,856 SyCFs from NVD and 217,985
SyCFs from SARD, in total 291,841 SyCFs.
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• Arithmetic Expression-kind SyCFs: We extract 5,264 SyCFs from NVD and
16,890 SyCFs from SARD, in total 22,154 SyCFs.
In total, we extract 420,627 SyCFs from NVD and SARD.
Transforming SyCFs to SeCFs
The first step is to generate a PDG for each function. The second column of the
figure 3-7 shows the corresponding PDGs of func and printLine respectively.
1 void printLine(const char * line)
2 {
3 if(line != NULL)
4
printf("%s\n", line);
5 }
6
7 void func()
8 {
9 char *data;
10 char dataBuffer[100];
11 char source[100];
12 ...
13 memset(dataBuffer, 'A', 99);
14 dataBuffer[99] = '\0';
15 ...
16 while(1)
17 {
18
data = dataBuffer - 8;
19
break;
20 }
21 ...
22 memset(source, 'C', 99);
23 source[99] = '\0';
24 memmove(data, source,
100*sizeof(char));
25 data[99] = '\0';
26 printLine(data);
27 }

i

7

10
11

19

13
16

9

22
14

23

18
24

25
26

func()

1

3

Statement i

4

printLine()

Statement containing
the SyVC data
Data dependency

Control dependency

Figure 3-7 PDGs of func and printLine
The second step is to generate program slices for each SyCF. As a running example,
the figure 3-8 shows the program slice of SyCF “data”.
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7

10

11

19

13
16

9

22
14

23

18
24

Backward slice

25

26

1

4

3

Foreward
slice

Figure 3-8 Backward slice and Foreward slice
The third step is to transforms program slices to SeCFs. First, the statements which
belonging to function Fi and appearing in program slices will be transformed as
nodes to a SeCF, note the order of these statements in Fi should be preserved.
Second, the statements belonging to different functions will be transformed to a
SeCF. For statements Si∈ Fi and Sj∈Fj appearing in program slices as nodes, if

Fi calls Fj, Then Si and Sj are in the same order of function call, that is, Si < Sj;
Otherwise, Si>Sj[61].
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figure 3-9 Extract SeCFs
Optimization of SeCFs
In order to make software vulnerability detection as accurate as possible, we need to
optimize SeCFs. First, divide SeCFs (e.g., “data=dataBuffer-8;”) into a sequence of
words (e.g., “data”, “=”, “dataBuffer”, “-”, “8”, and “;”). Then, to improve the
accuracy,

replace

the

string

(e.g.,

“temp

=

fopen

("/opt/stonesoup/workspace/testData/myfile.txt", "w+");”) in the code with the
uniform string “strmodelstr” (e.g., “temp=fopen ("strmodelstr", "strmodel");”).
Finally, mapping user-defined variable names and user-defined function names to
symbolic names.
Encoding SeCFs into Vector Representation
we encode the symbols of each SeCF into ﬁxed-length vectors by using Word2vec.
Word2vec is a tool kit for generating word vectors, which was launched by Google
in 2013. It is simple and efficient, so it attracts the attention of many researchers.
Word2vec maps word vectors in one-hot form to word vectors in distributed form
using single-layer neural network. In order to speed up training, hierarchical
softmax, negative sampling and other methods are used. The tool is also supported
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by deep learning related algorithms, and is a shallow neural network, which can
measure the similarity between words well. Word2vec mainly uses CBoW model
and Skip-gram model, both of which contain the input layer, the projection layer
and the output layer, combined with the hierarchical Softmax method and the
negative sampling method. Words are transformed into continuous word vectors by
training. The dimension of the word vectors used in the experiment is 30, and the
range of each range is the decimal between 0 and 1.

3.6 Brief summary
This chapter describes key techniques in deep learning model of vulnerability
detection and deep learning model of vulnerability detection. Deep learning models
are designed for software vulnerability detection task, including RNN, LSTM,
BLSTM, GRU and BGRU. For each deep learning model, the network structure and
hyperparameters of each layer are carefully designed. The Design of evaluation
module is also described. Then, six steps of framework implementation are
described, which are: extracting vulnerability syntax characteristics, matching
syntax

characteristics,

extracting

SyCFs,

transforming

SyCFs

to

SeCFs,

optimization of SeCFs and encoding SeCFs into vector representation. Finally, how
to use word2vec to transform word vectors is introduced in detail.
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Chapter 4 Experiments and Comparisons of Deep
Learning Models
This chapter describes experiments using different deep learning models (LSTM,
BLSTM, GRU, BGRU) to detect different types of software vulnerabilities
(Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage, Arithmetic Expression), compares their
accuracy, analyzes their advantages and disadvantages, and concludes the deep
learning model that is most suitable for detecting each type of software
vulnerabilities.

4.1 Experiments of Deep Learning Models
We implemented a web page to display the results of each deep learning model for
detecting software vulnerabilities, including false positive rate, false negative rate,
accuracy, precision and F1-measure. For the result of each model, we plot the
changes of its accuracy and loss as a line chart to analyze its performance.

4.1.1 Training Data and Testing Data
We will randomly select 80% of the programs for training deep learning models,
and the remaining programs for testing the accuracy of deep learning model for
software vulnerability detections.
Our data is distributed in four files according to the types of software vulnerabilities
(Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage, and Arithmetic Expression). How to
randomly select 80% of the data as training data and 20% of the data as testing data
is a problem worth thinking about. The method we adopted is to traverse SeCF of
these four files in turn and generate random numbers ranging from 1 to 5 with
random functions. If the random number is exactly equal to 5, the current SeCF will
be saved as testing data; otherwise, it will be saved as training data.
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4.1.2 LSTM
The results of detecting software vulnerabilities through LSTM, including Function
Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage, and Arithmetic Expression, are presented as
follows.
Function Call
As shown in figure 4-1, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Function
Call type by LSTM is 81.9%, the precision is 81.9%, the false positive rate is 80.1%,
the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 87.5%. Figure 4-2 and figure
4-3 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Function Call.

Figure 4-1 The detection result of Function Call-LSTM(FCLSTM)
The bar chart below shows the distribution of the accuracy of function call code
vulnerability detected by LSTM, and it can be seen that there are many results with
the accuracy between 0.8 and 0.9. In line chart, the blue line represents the change
trend of accuracy, and the red line represents the change trend of loss. As can be
seen from the line chart, the accuracy rate reaches the lowest when the number of
iterations is around 900, while the accuracy rate tends to 100% when the number of
iterations is around 2400, showing an overall upward trend. The change of loss was
relatively smooth before the iteration number 1800, and then decreased sharply, and
then leveled off again around 2400.
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Figure 4-2 The bar chart of FCLSTM

Figure 4-3 The line chart of FCLSTM
Array Usage
As shown in figure 4-4, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Array
Usage type by LSTM is 82.9%, the precision is 82.9%, the false positive rate is
71.5%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 84.0%. Figure 4-5 and
figure 4-6 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Array Usage.
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Figure 4-4 The detection result of Array Usage-LSTM(AULSTM)

Figure 4-5 The bar chart of AULSTM
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Figure 4-6 The line chart of AULSTM

Pointer Usage
As shown in figure 4-7, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Pointer
Usage type by LSTM is 93.4%, the precision is 93.4%, the false positive rate is
41.4%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 94.2%. Figure 4-8 and
figure 4-9 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Pointer Usage.

Figure 4-7 The detection result of Pointer Usage-LSTM(PULSTM)
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Figure 4-8 The bar chart of PULSTM

Figure 4-9 The line chart of PULSTM
Arithmetic Expression
As shown in figure 4-10, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Arithmetic Expression type by LSTM is 86.5%, the precision is 86.5%, the false
positive rate is 60.9%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 90.6%.
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Figure 4-11 and figure 4-12 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of
Arithmetic Expression.

Figure 4-10 The detection result of Arithmetic
Expression-LSTM(AELSTM)

Figure 4-11 The bar chart of AELSTM
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Figure 4-12 The line chart of AELSTM

4.1.3 BLSTM
Function Call
As shown in figure 4-13, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Function Call type by BLSTM is 80.8%, the precision is 80.8%, the false positive
rate is 81.3%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 87.5%. Figure
4-14 and figure 4-15 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Function Call.
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Figure 4-13 The detection result of Function
Call-BLSTM(FCBLSTM)

Figure 4-14 The bar chart of FCBLSTM

Figure 4-15 The line chart of FCBLSTM
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Array Usage
As shown in figure 4-16, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Array
Usage type by BLSTM is 83.7%, the precision is 83.7%, the false positive rate is
74.9%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 83.1%. Figure 4-17 and
figure 4-18 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Array Usage.

Figure 4-16 The detection result of Array
Usage-BLSTM(AUBLSTM)
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Figure 4-17 The bar chart of AUBLSTM

Figure 4-18 The line chart of AUBLSTM
Pointer Usage
As shown in figure 4-19, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Pointer
Usage type by BLSTM is 91.7%, the precision is 91.7%, the false positive rate is
40.9%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 94.1%. Figure 4-20 and
figure 4-21 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Pointer Usage.
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Figure 4-19 The detection result of Pointer
Usage-BLSTM(PUBLSTM)

Figure 4-20 The bar chart of PUBLSTM

Figure 4-21 The line chart of PUBLSTM
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Arithmetic Expression
As shown in figure 4-22, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Arithmetic Expression type by BLSTM is 87.2%, the precision is 87.2%, the false
positive rate is 63.2%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 90.1%.
Figure 4-23 and figure 4-24 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of
Arithmetic Expression.

Figure 4-22 The detection result of Arithmetic Expression
-BLSTM(AEBLSTM)
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Figure 4-23 The bar chart of AEBLSTM

Figure 4-24 The line chart of AEBLSTM

4.1.4 GRU
Function Call
As shown in figure 4-25, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Function Call type by GRU is 81.4%, the precision is 81.2%, the false positive rate
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is 67.9%, the false negative rate is 1.28%, and the F1-measure is 87.9%. Figure 4-26
and figure 4-27 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Function Call.

Figure 4-25 The detection result of Function Call-GRU(FCGRU)

Figure 4-26 The bar chart of FCGRU
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Figure 4-27 The line chart of FCGRU
Array Usage
As shown in figure 4-28, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Array
Usage type by GRU is 80.4%, the precision is 80.4%, the false positive rate is
75.1%, the false negative rate is 0.03%, and the F1-measure is 82.6%. Figure 4-29
and figure 4-30 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Array Usage.

Figure 4-28 The detection result of Array Usage-GRU(AUGRU)
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Figure 4-29 The bar chart of AUGRU

Figure 4-30 The line chart of AUGRU
Pointer Usage
As shown in figure 4-31, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Pointer
Usage type by GRU is 91.8%, the precision is 92.0%, the false positive rate is
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38.8%, the false negative rate is 0.27%, and the F1-measure is 94.0%. Figure 4-32
and figure 4-33 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Pointer Usage.

Figure 4-31 The detection result of Pointer Usage-GRU(PUGRU)

Figure 4-32 The bar chart of PUGRU
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Figure 4-33 The line chart of PUGRU
Arithmetic Expression
As shown in figure 4-34, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Arithmetic Expression type by GRU is 86.5%, the precision is 86.5%, the false
positive rate is 56.2%, the false negative rate is 0%, and the F1-measure is 91.2%.
Figure 4-35 and figure 4-36 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of
Arithmetic Expression.
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Figure 4-34 The detection result of Arithmetic
Expression-GRU(AEGRU)

Figure 4-35 The bar chart of AEGRU

Figure 4-36 The line chart of AEGRU
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4.1.5 BGRU
Function Call
As shown in figure 4-37, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Function Call type by BGRU is 83.5%, the precision is 83.0%, the false positive
rate is 63.9%, the false negative rate is 1.53%, and the F1-measure is 89.3%. Figure
4-38 and figure 4-39 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Function Call.

Figure 4-37 The detection result of Function Call-BGRU(FCBGRU)
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Figure 4-38 The bar chart of FCBGRU

Figure 4-39 The line chart of FCBGRU
Array Usage
As shown in figure 4-40, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Array
Usage type by BGRU is 84.1%, the precision is 84.1%, the false positive rate is
71.3%, the false negative rate is 0.01%, and the F1-measure is 83.6%. Figure 4-41
and figure 4-42 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Array Usage.

Figure 4-40 The detection result of Array Usage-BGRU(AUBGRU)
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Figure 4-41 The bar chart of AUBGRU

Figure 4-42 The line chart of AUBGRU
Pointer Usage
As shown in figure 4-43, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of Pointer
Usage type by BGRU is 93.5%, the precision is 94.4%, the false positive rate is
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38.1%, the false negative rate is 1.72%, and the F1-measure is 93.4%. Figure 4-44
and figure 4-45 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of Pointer Usage.

Figure 4-43 The detection result of Pointer Usage-BGRU(PUBGRU)

Figure 4-44 The bar chart of PUBGRU
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Figure 4-45 The line chart of PUBGRU
Arithmetic Expression
As shown in figure 4-46, the accuracy of detecting software vulnerability of
Arithmetic Expression type by BGRU is 87.3%, the precision is 87.3%, the false
positive rate is 60.5%, the false negative rate is 0.05%, and the F1-measure is 90.2%.
Figure 4-47 and figure 4-48 are bar chart and line chart of detecting result of
Arithmetic Expression.

Figure 4-46 The detection result of Arithmetic Expression
-BGRU(AEBGRU)
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Figure 4-47 The bar chart of AEBGRU

Figure 4-48 The line chart of AEBGRU
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4.2 Comparisions of Deep Learning Models
Table 4-1 lists the results in terms of accuracy of four types of software
vulnerabilities, Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage and Arithmetic
Expression, predicted by four deep learning models, respectively.
Table 4-1 Comparision of deep learning models
Type

LSTM

BLSTM

GRU

BGRU

Function Call

81.91%

80.16%

81.37%

83.45%

Array Usage

82.94%

83.65%

80.36%

84.08%

Pointer Usage

92.23%

96.70%

91.82%

93.53%

Arithmetic Expression

86.47%

87.22%

86.50%

87.27%

As can be seen from the figure above, for four types of software vulnerabilities, the
prediction results of BLSTM are the most accurate, followed by BGRU. Meanwhile,
the accuracy of predicting software vulnerabilities of Pointer Usage by BLSTM is
higher than that of other three types of software vulnerabilities.

4.3 Comparision with other tools
We used other four tools to detect the same data set, the experimental results in
terms of accuracy of other tools are shown in table 4-2. We observed that BGRU in
this framework is much better than the most advanced vulnerability detection tools.
The opensource Flawﬁnder and RATS have low Accurancy and F1-measure.
Table 4-2 Comparision with other tools
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4.4 Brief summary
This chapter first describes the training data and testing data of using deep learning
model to detect software vulnerabilities, and then shows the results of using LSTM,
BLSTM, GRU and BGRU to detect four types of software vulnerabilities, namely
Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage and Arithmetic Expression, respectively.
Finally, the results of detection are compared. It is concluded that the detection
effect of BGRU is the best.
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Chapter 5 Discussion
This chapter will discuss this thesis as a whole, including data pre-processing,
framework design and implementation phases. The evaluation approach and the
work in a wider context will also be discussed.

5.1 Data pre-processing
The process of data preprocessing is probably the biggest and most difficult part of
this thesis. At this phase, the author had little understanding of deep learning and
did not know how to process data to get better effects. Since the main purpose of
this thesis is to detect the software source code (C/C++) vulnerabilities, it is
necessary to choose appropriate methods to process data according to the
characteristics of the source code. The data processing methods selected in this
thesis are: word segmentation, replace strings, mapping user-defined variable names
and user-defined function names to symbolic names, and encode into vector
representation. The final vector representation can be used as the input data of deep
learning.
An important lesson learned in this phase is that when we transformed the processed
SeCFs into vector representation using word2vec, many of the parameters, such as
vector dimension and number of neurons, are determined by the author through
experiments. They are only relatively good parameters and do not have universal
applicability and reliability. The author should set these parameters in a more
reasonable way.

5.2 Design
Nowadays, software vulnerability detection is flourishing, it is a question worth
pondering which method to choose to have a better vulnerability detection effect.
According to the context-related characteristics of source code analysis and
semantic analysis, the author choosed deep learning which achieves better results in
semantic analysis, and also applied it to source code vulnerability detection.
An important lesson learned in this phase is to determine the use of deep learning to
solve the problem of software vulnerability detection based on the fact that both
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source code analysis and semantic analysis are context-related. There is no reliable
basis for this decision. Although the final software vulnerability detection is highly
accurate, it still has randomness. The author needs more powerful argumentation
and sufficient literature support to prove the reasons for choosing deep learning.

5.3 Implementation
In the implementation phase, based on the idea of training the model with sufficient
data to make the model more comprehensive, this thesis took 80% of the data set as
the training data set and 20% as the test data set.
An important lesson learned in this phase is to choose an unreasonable way to
realize the size of training data set and test data set 5 to 1. In this thesis, a random
number between 1 and 5 is generated before reading each SeCF. If the random
number is 1, the SeCF is put into the test data set; otherwise, the training data set is
put into the test data set. This method has great randomness, which leads to
different training data sets and test data sets used in each prediction with different
deep learning models, so that the comparison results of the four deep learning
models are not universal. Maybe K-fold cross-validation will be helpful to solve
this problem, which will be studied in the future.

5.4 Evaluation
In the evaluation phase, this thesis selects five widely used evaluation metrics (false
positive rate, false negative rate, accuracy, precision, and F1-measure) and obtains
five evaluation results of four deep learning models for detecting four types of
vulnerabilities through experiments. The effectiveness of the four deep learning
models was compared according to the results.
An important lesson learned in this phase is that the accuracy of detecting four types
of vulnerabilities of four deep learning models is only compared, while the other
four metrics are not involved in the comparison, so this comparison method is not
comprehensive enough. Besides, although the conclusion was drawn that the effect
of detecting Pointer Usage with BLSTM was the best, there was no sufficient
explanation to prove this conclusion, so the conclusion was a little thin. Nor can it
be reasonably explained that BGRU has the best overall effect.
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5.5 The work in a wider context
With the rapid development of the Internet, thousands of different kinds of software
emerge at the right moment. It is very important to ensure the security of software.
It is a very effective way to ensure the security of software to make sure there are no
software vulnerabilities in the source code. Common code vulnerability detection
methods are based on code similarity or machine learning. The method based on
code similarity only can detect single type of vulnerability and has low applicability,
while the method based on machine learning needs experts to define characteristics,
which is time-consuming and laborious. This requires an effective method that can
be applied to detect most vulnerabilities and saves time and effort. An efficient
vulnerability detection method can escort the development of the Internet.
From an ethical perspective, many applications are not allowed to have
vulnerabilities. For example, software of banking system or government application,
etc., if there is a software vulnerability, it will cause serious consequences, less
property loss, and more seriously endanger social stability. It is a good step to detect
vulnerabilities before software is released to ensure that there are no vulnerabilities
in the software.
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Conclusion
During this thesis, a software vulnerability detection framework based on deep
learning is implemented. Firstly, datasets are acquired from NVD and SARD;
Secondly, SyCF is generated by matching datasets with vulnerability syntax
characteristics; Thirdly, generate program slices of SyCFs, then transform program
slices to SeCFs; Forthly, SeCFs are segmented and replaced, then word2vec is used
to transform the processed SeCFs into vector representation; Finally deep learning
model is used to train and test SeCFs.
Can the framework detect multiple software vulnerabilities simultaneously?
This framework can simultaneously detect four different types of software
vulnerabilities, namely Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage and Arithmetic
Expression. And the detection accuracy is more than 80%, Pointer Usage has the
best detection effect.
Can the framework make multiple kinds of deep neural networks to detect
vulnerabilities? Which deep neural network performs best?
This framework uses four different deep neural networks (LSTM, BLSTM, GRU
and BGRU) to detect four different types of software vulnerabilities (Function Call,
Array Usage, Pointer Usage and Arithmetic Expression). Their respective efficiency
is shown in detail in table 4-1. In a word, BGRU has the best effect in detecting
software vulnerabilities, but using BLSTM to detect the vulnerability of Pointer
Usage is the most accurate.
Does the framework perform better than other software vulnerability detection
methods?
It can be seen that the average accuracy of detecting software vulnerabilities using
BGRU in this framework is as high as 87%, which is 17% higher than that of tools
in 4.3. Therefore, this framework performs better than some of popular tools in
detecting software vulnerabilities.
In short, this framework can detect software vulnerabilities more efficiently and
accurately by using deep learning. It saves time and money greatly and is a valuable
software vulnerability detection framework.
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Future work
There is still a lot of work worth doing, but not yet done, to make this framework
more perfect. It can be divided into two directions, horizontal and vertical.
Horizontal: This framework only detects four types of software vulnerabilities in
C++/C source code: Function Call, Array Usage, Pointer Usage and Arithmetic
Expression. In the future, we can continue to explore how to detect other kinds of
software vulnerabilities in C++/C source code. Software vulnerability detection in
other programming languages such as Java, python, etc.
Vertical: The highest accuracy of detecting software vulnerabilities in this
framework is using BLSTM to detect Pointer Usage vulnerabilities. In the future,
this direction can be further studied to make software vulnerability detection more
accurate.
In addition, because this framework only compares the results of the detection with
one tool, it may not be convincing. In the future, more experiments can be designed
to verify the effectiveness of the software vulnerability detection framework
designed in this thesis.
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